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Abstract

Tne 'direct discourse analysis' introduced by Susumu Kuno is examined

Lind found to be inadequate. To account for the data Kuno discusses,

as well for related data, a new approach to transformations is sug-

gested. By determining the function, rather than the form, of a trans-

formation, certain predictions are possible. Primary is the prediction

that two or more grammatical devices may not apply to achieve antago-

nistic purposes in terms of theme-rheme distinctions. That is, no

grammatical device may be used to indicate that an element of a sentence

is the theme (or rheme) if another device .has already been used to

indicate the opposite.
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PASSIVES, PRONOUNS, AN THEMES AND RHEMES

John Hinds

January, 1 974

O. In this paper I intend to demonstrate that the "direct

discourse analysis" introduced in Susumu Kuno's paper entitled

"Pronominalization, reflexivizatiori, and direct discourse"

III:161-961 is invalid. In many respects this is a difficult

chore, since I find myself in almost complete disagreement with

Kuno's grammaticality judgVments concerning his crucial examples.
1

This makes a refutation of his analysis diyicult, because a simile

reanalysis of the data UsinE my grammaticality judgfements would

devolve in to the (sometimes) relatively sophiSticated name-calling

game referred to as "In my dialect, . . ." The problem is that

linguistic facts, or raw data, are not objectively, but rather

subjectively, determined. That is, in the simplest terms, the

use of intuitions to determine grammatical-ungraruniatica.1 sequences

constitutes a value judgment. In this regard, Kaplan (1964:370ff)

points out that value judgments are in fact necessary for scientific

investigation, but also that "there are real difficulties in the

empirical validation of value judgments." (397) Unfortunately,

he provides us with no answer to the question of how to valllate

-value judgments, nor do I have a reasonable suggestion for this
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perhaps most important of all questions facing linguistics today

[See, in thib regard, Bolinger (1968), Householder (1973),

Labov (1971)]

What I will attempt to do is to show that K's analysis is

internally inconsistent. Then I will reexamine K's data from

my perspective. Finally, I will suggest some working hypotheses

and principles which will account, at least in part, for the

differences in the grammaticality judgments between K's analysis
9

and mine.-

I.1. K states that (la) has lower degree of acceptability than

(2a):

(1) a. ?That John. had an appointment' at two was fo-
gotten by Aimi.

b. That heinad an appointment at two was forgotten
by johni.

(2) a. *That John. was the best boxer in the world was
claimed bylhimi.

b. That he. was the best boxer in the world was
claimed by Jonni.

4 (These are K's (120) and (1,1) F192 )

In order to account for this difference, K claims there are two

classes of verb's: direct internal feeling verbs and non-direct

interm,l feeling verbs. Direct internal feeling verbs, suer' as

claim in (2), have a deep structure which "indibate explicitly

that its complement sentence represents the direct internal feel-

ing of tne matrix sentence subject, as in (3):

(3) John claimed, "I am the best boxer in the world."

'ince the subject of am the best boxer in the wend is a pronoun
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from the begining, there is no way realize it as a full - fledged

noun phrase (namely as John )." D92]

On the other hand, K claims that (1) has the deep structure

(4):

(4) Jonm_ forgot [Johni had an appointment at twoj

since the complement subject is a full -- fledged noun phrase from

the begining, in K's term, (1a) is acceptable.

1.2. I will offer three specific reasons for why K's analysis

is inadequate. All indicate that the direct discourse analysis

is not supported and that a different approach is necessary Lu

explain the data.

1.2.1. The first reason involves the use of some of the standard

tools of tne trade: *, ?, and other related markers. We are all

aware of the difficulties involved in assigning these symbols to

individual sentences with any consistency. Thus,, for the :kind

of sentences that we as linguists continually examine, we. must

expect that fatigue, desire to make the facts fit the arguinent,

lack of interest, or any of a number of other reasons will cause

our own and our informants' grammaticality judgments to differ
to finic

fruit timel. This much, I am afraid, is to be expected. We must.,

however, insist at least on some semblance of consistency in the

u..e of the symbols with which we evaluate sequences: for instance,

* to indicate acceptable and/or grammatical sequences; ? to indi-

cute questionable sequences; and so on. The minimum requirement

is that these symbols be used consistently within a single analy-

sis. If the linguist is free to interpret these symbols in any
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way he pleases, they lose all meaning, and consequently any

analysis based on such an interpretation must be considered inva-

lid. Consider in this regard the following:

(5) a. John-
1

expects that he.
1
will be elected.

b. That he.
1

will be elected'is expected by John.1 .

c. *That Johni will be elected is expected 'by himi.

(6) a. John.claiMedthathe.was the best boxer in the
world.

b. That he. was the best boxer in the world was
claimediby Johni.

c. *That John. was the best boxer in the world was
claimed bylhimi.

(7) a. John.
1
denied thut he

i
was sick.

b. That he was sick was denied by John.1 .

c. ?That John.
1

was sick was denied by him.1 .

(8) a, John. forgot that he had an appointment at two.
1 1

b. That he had an appointment at two was forgotten
by Johnl.

c. ?That John. had an appointment at two was forFotten
by hilLT. 1

[These are K's (6)-(9)1

K claims that (5c) and (6c) are ungrammatical because expect

and claim are, direct discourse verbs. he further says "Although

[(7c) ] and [(8c)] are very awkward, they are not ungrammatical."

[163 (my underlining) ] Contrast this statement with the following

statement about (9) and (10):

(9) a.

b.

John asked Maryi if shei could do it.

Whether she.
1

could do it or not was asked of Mary.
by 'John.
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c. ?Whether Mary.. could do it or riot was asked of
her . by John1

(10 a. John persuaded Maryi that shei was wrong.

b. That she. was wrong was one of the things that
John persuaded Maryiof.

c. ?That Mary. was wrong was one of the things that
John persuaded heriof.

[K's (38) and (39)].

"AcCording to [K's] hypothesis, [(9c)] and F10c)1 are derived

from structures like:

[11] a. John asked Mary, "Can you do it?"

b. John persuaded Mary, "You are wrong."

Since the subject of the complement clauses above is the personal

pronoun ,you, there is no way to change it to filar y. Hence the

ungrammaticality of (921_ and (10c) ." [1(170) my underlininq

Any analysis which can use an informant's (including his

own) judgment of ? to indicate grammatical sequences at one time

and ungrammatical sequences at another must be discounted

1.2.2. The second reason for rejeCting the direct discourse

analysis concerns the analysis itself. K distinguishes two syntactic

classes of verbs. For "verbs such as expect, claim, know, think,

request, or the one hand, and verbs such as deny, forget, be

unaware (of), on the other, . . . the content of the complement

clause of the former represents more or less the direct discourse

of the matrix subject, while this is not the case for the latter."

[1621 A complete list of verbs E deal with are presented for

reference in (12):
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(12) DIRECT DISCOURSE VERBS NON-DIRECT DISCOURSE VERBS

expect deny
claim forget
know be unaware (of)
think
request
worry
spread (a rumor)
make (a claim)
seem
ask
say
tell
promise
hear from
persuade
realize [personal communication)

What follows in a brief catalogue of types of counterexamples

to K's claim that the direct discourse verbs have a deep

structure representationslike (3), while non-direct discourse

verbs have a deep structure like (4). All of these involve the

same general type of phenomenon in that they refute K's sugges-
+he.

tion that single, controlling factor for the grammatical-ungram-
he perceives

maticai distinction
A between (la) and (2a) is due to the difference

in type of martix verb. 4

1.2.2.1. The relevant point of K's analysis is that, depending

exclusively on the syntactic type of verb, elements in the

complement sentence either can or cannot be a full-fledged noun

phrase. Direct discourse verbs do not allow elements in the

complement, sentence to be full - fledged noun phrases, while non-

direct discourse verbs do. Consider in this light (13):

(13) Kalmback. had the keys, he. says, but the ultimate
power toldis6urse the monet remained with Haldeman.

,r;
[From Newsweek, July 16, 1973, p.321'
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This structure. I presume, comes frOm an underlying structure like

(13a):

(13) a. Kalmback says [Kalmback. had the keys, but the
ultimate power to disburie the money remained
with Ha ldemaag

Under K's analysis, this sentence would have to come from under-

lying structure (13b), offering no possibility for the complement

subject .to become the full-fledged noun phrase Kalmback.

(13) b. Kalmback. says [Ii had the keys, but the ultimate
power to disburse the money remained with
Haldeman. .

1.2.2.2. Consider also (14):

(14) Johni will be late tonight, hei told me today.

The same argument holds for this example. k's deep structure

must be (14a), again allowing no chance for the complement subject

to become a fullZfledged noun phrase.

(14) a. Johni told me today [1i will be late tonight.].

1.2.2.3. And (15):

(15) The claim that Chomskyi believes in transformations
was made 10011M for the first time in Syntactic
tructures.

According to my analysis, this sentence is derived from an abstract

structure like (15a):

(15) a. Chomsky made the claim for the first time in
Syntactic Structures [that Chomsky

i
believes in

transformations.].

kid the agent phrase is Allammillawdeleted after passivi'zatLon

appLies. K, of course, must derive this sentence from something

like (15b):

(15) b. Chomskyi made the claim for the first time in
Syntactic Structures [Ii believe in transfor-

mations.] .
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in which the complement sentence subject is a pronoun, denying

the possibility of deriving sentence (15). This, too, gives

evidence that a direct discourse verb may have a full - fledged

noun phrase as the subject of its complement clause.

1.2.2.4. Finally, examine the sentences of (16).

(16) a. *That John. was the best boxer in the world was
claimed bl himi.

b. Th5t John. was the bes1 boxer in the world -was
never claimed by himi.0

c. That John. was the best boxer in the world was
loudly una repeatedly claimed by himi.

d. Tha,t John. was the best boxer in the world was
claimed 13§ but it was never verified.

e. That John. was the best boxer in the world was
.nim. but he Lould never .;grove it.

The acceptability of (16b)-(16e) appears to be based on the

fact thatt they each achieve the purpose of special

attention to the end part of the sentence by crea7ing a type

of focus. More will be said about this in section 2.

For some speakers, examples (13)-(16) all show thatK's

generalizatiOn concerning the direct discourse analysis is in-

capable of accounting for a series of straightforward data.

Actually, it is not necessary for someone to accept all of the

examples in (13)-(16). If someone accepts only one example it

shows that, for that speaker, the direct discourse analysis is

not the single reason for the acceptability/unacceptability of,

for instance, (1a) and (2a). Moreover, the fact that even some

people accept some of these data shows that the direct discourse
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the case, we should look for some other principle or principles

to account for the materials K has presented in his paper.

1.2.2.5. In addition, there are somedata which are clearly

outside the scope of El's direct discourse analysis, since they

have nothing to do with direct or non-direct discourse. however,

owing to the strong structural similarity between the (c) yen:

stons of the sentences following] and, for instance, (la) and (2a),

we might legitimately expect that the same principle or princi-

ples which cause the (c) versions of (17) through (21) to be less

than good will account for the strangeness [R's ? and *] of

(la), (2a), and related examples.

(17) a. The dogi indicated that iti wanted to go out.

b. That iti wanted to go out was indicated by the dogi.

c. %That the dogi wanted to go out was indicated by
it

i
.

ogI

(18) a. The machine signaled that it
i

was inoperative.

b. That iti was inoperative was signaled by the
machine..

c. %That the machine
i

was inoperative was signaled by
it,

(19) a. Daimaru- announced that it would close early.

b. That it would close early was announced by Duimarui .

c. %ThatDaimarui would close early was announced by
it. .

i

(20) a. The meat. gave off an odor that indicated that iti
was rotten.

b. An odor that indicated that it. was rotten was
given off by the meati. 1
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c. %An odor that indicated that the meat
i

was rotten
Was given off by iti.

(21) a. The symbol %. indicates that the sentence following
it

i
is not completely natural in a neutral context.

b. That the sentence following it. is not completely
natural in a neutral context i_ indicated by the
symbol %i.

c. %That the sentence following the symbol %. is not
completely natural in a neutral context i indi-
cated by iti.

The symbol indicates that the sentence following it is not cow-

pletely natural in a neutral context. This symbol, as I al;i using

it, ;las no connection will the traditional concepts of grammati-

cality or acceptability. The relevance of these examples is that
nor

4111101. vitimisumeWMOVAPeilift they ammlei
^
komenommoildow have the follow-

ins; deep structures to account for their strangeness, since, exceit

in fairy tales ani other extraordinary cases, the referent of the

first person singular pronoun is restricted to human beings.

(17) d. The dogi indicated, "Ii want to go out."

(18) d. Theachihe.signaled,"1.am inoperative."

(19) d. Daimurui announced, "Ii will close early."

(20) d. The meuti gave off an odor which indicated, "1i
am rotten."

(21) d. The symbol %; indicates, "The sentence following
me

i
is not completely natural in a neutral context."

The analysis which is presented in this paper does not rely on

the direct discourse analysis, and is capable of accounting for

the strangeness of (17c)-(21c).

2.0. In several reeent studies, among them McCawley (1972), 2iv

(1975), Kuno (1972c), Loetcher (1973), and Jacobs and Rosenbaum
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(1971), linguists have asked what the purpose of applying

a particular transformation is. This question may be rephrased

in any number of ways, but always we are led to the same general

consideration. Why should a language have more than one way of

specifying essentially the same information? For instance, why

should English allow both the (a) and the (b) versions of (22)-

(25)?

(22) a. Ok-Hee won the speech contest.

b. The speech contest was won by Ok-Hee.

(23) a. It was confirmed yesterday that Nixon is a crook.

b. That Nixon is a crook was confirmed yesterday.

(24) a. Kazuko bought some English muffins yesterday
morning. Later in the day Kazuko had to go
shopping again.

b. Kazuko bough some E*Iish muffins yesterday
morning. Later in the day she had to go shopping
again.

I will offer in this paper one reason for why this situation is

allowed. It must be noted at this point, however, that there are

other possible, not necessarily incompatible reasons. If we tnink

of language somev hat along lines suggested by the Prague Jcrlool,

we arrive at a general working principle, The Prague School lin-

guists claim that every utterance consists of elements which

manifest varying degrees of communicative dynamism. Th-t is,

every-element in an utterance contributes in varying, degrees to

the total amount of communication that the utterance achieves.

Every utterance has both thematic material and rhematic material.

Thematic material is also known as old information, or thcrtwnich
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is predictable from context; rhematic material is also known as

new information, or that which is not predictable from context.

Sentences with neutral, or unmarked, word order in English, and

many other languages, progress from basically thematic material

to basically rhematic material. This iu termed by the Prague

School ljaaguists the "word order principle." Certain transfor-

mations, then, can be seen as devices for changing the normal,

unmarked theme -rheme progression which, for instance, the (a)

sentence of (22) exhibits in order to conform to the word order

principle while indicating that tne active subject is not the theme.

a begirding, let us examine the passive transformation to

see what its purpose is, rather than what its formal nature is.

2.1. PASSIVE

Jespersen (1933:12off) lists five reasons for the choice of

the passive voice in English:

(25) I. The agent is unknown, or the speaker prefers not
to name him.

a. A window was opened.

The active subject is self- evident from the
context.

b. He was elected President.

III. There may be a special reason for hot mentioning
the active subject. Thus the use of the first
person in avoided.

c. This matter will be treated in detail in a
late.

IV. When the active subject is mentioned, there is
generally a greater interest in the passive
rather than the active subject.

d. The house was struck by a train.
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e. The man was run over by an electric car.

f. The house was demolished by a bomb.

V. The passive may facilitate the connection of one
sentence to another.

g. He rose to speak, and was listened to with
enthusiasm by the great crowwd present.

Point IV is of special interest to us here. Despite

Jespersen's claims, I will maintain that the uee of the passive

in sentences of this type is designed to plaie essentially

/thematic material at the end of the sentence, and to place

essentially thematic material at fh.e beginning, thus allowing

the sentence to conform to the word order principle which

forces material to be arranged in a theme-rheme progression.

This position is supported by various writings of the Prague

school, Halliday (1967) and others. Examine (26d) through (26f)

again. The derived subjects are in each case marked by the

definite article, indicating that they refer to material already

under discussion.) The objects of the by-phrase in each case

are marked by the indefinite article, indicating that these

refer to material not yet under discussion. Of course, this dis-

tinction corresponds to the theme-rheme distinction introduced

above. As evidence of this, consider (26a)-(26c), none of which

are perfectly natural given neutral contexts and neutral into-

nation contours:

(26) a. %A house was struck by the train.

b. %A man was run over by the electric cur.

c. %A house was demolished by the bomb.
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I must reemphasize here that I am not claiming these sentence are

either ungrammatical or unacceptable, only that they are not

completely natural in a neutral context. Thus, in the normal case,

material that occurs near the end of a sentence is more rhematic

than that which occurs near the beginninP of a sentence. it is

important to point out here that the word order principle serves

at least one more purpose: That purpose is to draw a distinction

between focused and non-focused material, roughly equivalent

to 3dhler's (1')34) distinction between figure and ground. That

is, the focused element of a sentence is the most important ele-

ment, while the non-focused part provides the background for

the focused element. This fact can be seen in (28).

(27) Hubert loves God.

(28) AGod is loved by Hubert.

[from McCawley (1970)1
( "A?)

31225004424emote is strange precisely because ci the relative im-

portance normally given 'to the two noun phrases. Notice that

tnis strangeness has nothing to do.with whether or not* Huber

is tne theme or the rheme of the sentence. In actual fact, most

occurrences of rheme correspond to focus, but this is not neces-

sarilty tne case. I will leave now the question of focus-non-

focus distinctions and restrict my discussion to theme-rheme

distinctions.-8

The observations made above lead directly to the for-

mulatien of definition (29):

(2A i function of the pasive transformation is to move
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essentially rhematic material to the end of tae sen-
tence and thematic material to the beginning of the
sentence.

2.2. PRONOMINALIZATION

Pronouns often refer to material already under discussion,

or to material which is assumed known by the members of a conver-

sation. (30) illustrates this:

(30) a. I know you.

b. The other day I met Bill Adams. He's leaving for
Bangkok tomorrow.

c. The Bmiths came over last night. '1ILL're quite
a threesome.

There is the vexsome problem of backwards pronominalization,

bout infra- and extra-sententially, which appears to contradict

this statement, at least in part. However, many instances of

backwards pronominalization can to explained by assuming that

backwards pronominalization has function of building suspenae.

Tnis can most clearly be seen in the case of extra-sentential

pronominalization. The following is the opening passage from

a aaart story. called "The other child" by Olivia Davis:

(31) I saw tau whole thinL. I didn't snoop. I didn't have
to. They carried on, day after day, right there on
the open beach, immediately under our noses. (,r at
least under mine, since a nose without a pair of eyes
above it isn't much good, and hanaing is blind.

we'd sit out most of the day on the porch of the
little cottage I'd rented for the summer, Lansing
slumped in his chair, hands folded across hiss stomac.
You never knew if he was asleep or not. I'd laad, or
sew, and there would be the three of them, the young
woman and her little boy and the lifeguard,alitting
practically under the porch railings, 0 we could hear
every word they said.

[p. 74
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Notice the entirely different effect that is achieved if the first

occurAence of bothte they and our substituted for by the young

woman and her little boy and the lifeguard and Lansing's and ly,

respectively. This phenomenon can also be observed inter-sen-

tentially. James (1972) has pointed out, that the interjection

uh is used to indicate that the speaker is either trying to remem-

ber tne name of tne '1:0 which follows it, or that the speaker

wants to hold back the name of tne NP for various reasons. Con-

sider then, tne foliowin6 pair of sentences:

(32) a. That he. shouldn't have done it was clear even to,
uh, Johh..

b. %That John. shouldn't have done it was clear even
to, uh, hili.

(a) version uses backwards pronominalization. since a function

of backwards pronominalization is to build suspense, pausing

before the name of the person by using uh is perfectly natural,

since it contributes to the over all suspense-buiidin:y atmosphere.

On the other hand, the (b) version decidedly unnatural, since

forward pronominaliaten do- not build suspense. Thu, there

is no reason to hold back ;,r.e riw_?. For future reference, although

tniu is not pointed out in dam-::l paper, anything which follows

un must be relatively rhematic material. iiefinition (33) follows
from

directlyt,these observations:

( 3) A function of pronolf,i_nalizatien is to indicate that
1:efercLt of i.onoun is murk:Jd as thematic

material.

What this definition suggests is that, for inst,:.nce, (54) is

not necessarilLy uner:..naaticL11 or unacceptable if it is the
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opening sentence of a discourse, but that the referent of the pro-

noun he is presumed known, or pretended to be so, by the speaker:

(54) cgHe's decided to divorce Martha.

2.3. heturfning to K's data, notice the types of sentences he

uses to support his direct discourse analysis. Sentence (1)

and (2) are reprinted here for convenience as (35) and (36):

(55) a. ?That John. had an appointment at two was forgotten
by himi. 1

b. That hei had an appointment at two was forgotten
by Johni.

(36) a. *That Johni was the best boxer in the world was
claimed by himi.

b. That hei Was the best boxer in the world was claimed
by Johni.

Notice in particular that K distinguishes between (35a), which

is marked with ?; and (36a), which is marked with *. Although

I have not emphasized this point, it is appropriate here to

mention that both (35a) and (36a) are odd to me, and to almost

everyone I have checked with, in the same way. [In the appendix
smKehAid

there is a representativetvgrammaticality judgment disagreements

between h and me 1 If we ask why (35a) and (36a) are both less

than totally acceptable, an answer can. be provided using the defi-

nitions which have so far been established. Consider the function

of the two relevant transformations involved in the generation

of both of these sentences: PASSIVIZATION and PRON01,,INALL,ATION.9

Pi.31VIZATION applies to (37) to produce (38):

(37) a. John forgot [John had an appointment at twol.

b. John claimed [John was the best boxer in the world".
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(38) a. [John had an appointment at two] was forgotten by
John.

b. [John was the best boxer in the world] was claimed
by John.

In other words,.the sentencesof (38) indicate that John constitutes

the rhematic material, as opposed to the sentential complement
4.0.-fertj

Ain (37). When PRONOMINALIZATION applies to convert the phrase by

John into by him, as in (39), we see problem:

(39) a. EJohn had an appointment at two] was forgotten by
him.

b. [John was the best boxer in the world.] was claimed
by him.

PASSIVIZATION has been used to indicate that John is rhematic

material; but PRONORINALIZATION has also been used to indicate

that John is thematic material.

These observations lead directly to thrl formulation of the

following principle:

(40) All grammatical devices used in a single sentence must
be compatible in terms of tneir functions, or the sen-
tence will tend to become bud.

In particular, a violation of this principle will produce a

sentence that is difficult to judge consistently as either gram-

matical/ungrammatical or acceptable/unacceptable.

2.4.1. A brief survey of related matters will illustrate this

principle more clearly. Consider once again the interjection

uh. Anything which follows uh relatively rhematic. There-

fore if we select someLhinE which is inherently thematic 1,o

iduee after uh, strangeness should result. The following, examples
a

show this to oe true, since none are absolutely natural in neutral.
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environment:

(41) a. %That John. had an appointment at two was forgotten
by; uh, hili.

b. %That John. was the best boxer in the world was
claimed by; uh, himi.

c. %A house was struck by, uh, the train.

u. %Give, uh, me the cake.

e. %That, uh, he. had an ap1.ointmcnt at two was
forgotten by

2.4.2. Consider next EXThhP02iTION. There are two relevant

observatLdlis that can oe made. First, Charleston (1,-)57) has

observed that sentences witn sentential subjects are much less

common than the extruposed types. Second, she states:

If we compare, for example,

(42) a. It would be silly to refuse.

b. To refuse would oe silly..

What difference in affective value c;n. be discovered?
. . . each of [the sentences 1 endeavors to Live prominence
to one or the other part, of trie sentence, namely by means
of tension when the most important art of the sentence

tree speaker) . . . is kept until the end; the hearer
is kept waitinL, in suspense, and consequently nis interest
is roused . . . i.e. the hearer is kept in suspence tu find
out what would be silly tin (a)] . . . On the outer hand,
in the [(777ample3 , the hearer is kept in suspense to know
'hat the speaker intends to express concerting to aluaa .

In both constructions it would seem to be the end position
that gives the prominence . . .

[184]

Charleston's comments are of interest because she suggests that

tne extruposed version of a sentence is the most neutral. In

this sense, 'observe what happens when there is an interaction
betut
c PRONMINALIZATION and EXTRAIWOTION.
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(43) a. It was obvious to Johni that hei was in trouble.

b. *Itwalsobvioustohim..thatJohn.1 was in trouble.

c.470(Literaryiniathe1.l.ms in trouble was obvious

1
to John.."'

d.%ThatJohn.1 was in trouble was obvious to him..

Of these, (43a) is the most neutral. (43b) is out because it

violates tLe general condition for backwards pronominalisation.

(43c) is acceptable, but is marked as beinb literary. (4"`)d)

should be acceptable, since it involves forward pronominaiLzation,

out it is not. The reason it is not acceptable tht.

TiON has been suppressed to mark is clear to X as the rhematic

material in this sentence. PhONuNINALIZATioiN, nowever, nas indi-

cated that the object of to in is clear to X is thematic IL.aterial.

Hence, strangness results, since two different grammatical deviee!,

have oeen used to achieve cross-purposes.

3.0. In this section I will discuss two types of apparent countcr-

examples to principle (40). The first involves an interact]on of

PAS;-.IVE and i'hONOINALIZA?ION which, dopite tne fact that it places

a pronoun at the end of :,1(.; sentence, results in a perfectly uccep-.

table utterance. The second invoive the interaction of cADO-

CLEF and Pn.IAO1%,II.AbiT11.)h.

3.1. Consider first of all the sentences of (44):
11

(44) a. The 1.11.G that chased to e pilot
i

who shut at it wa.;
hit by himi.

b. The man who kissed NL:ncyi was poisoned by heri.

both of these seem to contradict principle (40), since in each case

uoth and PRONONINALI/ATU)N have operated and a pronoun ends
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the sentence. However, this phenomenon is easily explainable.

In both cases the main verb must receive HEAVY 'STIkES PLACEMENT

or the sentence is odd. That is, the most important element in
tk

each of these sentences is not
A
noun phrase that ends the sentence

rr4ih
but thowerb: hit and poisoned respectively. Compare the no"-

passivized versions of (44), presented in (45), to see that, with
;44foVl0.fiok Vvicki n

normal 4iteimmuimEriemmin theAverb cannot be the most rhematic material

because there is too much material following it:

(45) a. The piloti who chased it hit the MIG that chased himi.

b. Nancyi poisoned the man who kissed heri.

One of the choices possible to indicate that, the verb is the most

rhematic material in a sentence is to move it as close as possible

to the end of the sentence. Among other methody, PA6SIVD,ATiON
V A A on eAA f b2

can achieve this purpose. In case theAverb ps,the most rhematic

material, the sentences of (46) are unacceptable, because the

noun phrase at the end of the sentence is a full-fledged noun

phrase and it therefore attracts attention away the verb.

pilot
(46) a. The NIG that chased [the

i who shut at it
him

was hit by the piloti.

b. The man who kissed her.
1

was poisoned by Vancy..

The only possibility left which will convey the desired meaning

is to have a pronoun follow the verb. Since a pronoun is used,

alonL with reduced stress, it tends to de-focus the scant amount

of material following, the verb to ensure that the verb is inter-

preted as the most rhematic material.

Tnis first apparent counterexample then supi.orts principle
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0%41
(40), since PASSIVE is used to place theAverb near the end of the

sentence to show tna. ', it is more rhematic than the normal, or

unmarked, situation. PhONOMNALIZATION is used to de-focus the
-rut vs ;ti fel-rack+ /old is come

material following the verb. As proof Gifitsftais-, notice that the

final pronoun cannot be stressed, or a strange sentence results:

(47) a. %The MIG that chased the pilot who shot at it
was hit by himi.

b. %The man who kissed Nancyi was poisoned by heri.

3.2. The second apparent counterexample involves the interaction.

of PSEUDO-CLEFTING and PRONOMINALIZATION. 12
The purpose of P:3EUJo-

CLEFTING is to indicate that the material which follows the verb

BE is the most rhematic material in the sentence. Mini-dialogue

(48) shows this, since the answer to a Wh-question is always. new,

or rhematic, material.

(48) a. A: What did Dick do?

B: What Dick did was to erase part, of the tapes.

b. A: Where did Dick erase the tapes?

B: You won't believe this, but where Dick erased
the tapes was in ',Jeiro's old office.

if a pronoun occurs in the position following the verb BE in this

construction, strangeness should result. That this is generally

so may be seen in (49):

(49) a. %What Dick did was it.

b. %Whrer Dick erased the tapes was in it.

However, the following; example.:seems to contradict this s,atement

and thereby refute principle

(50) Where Dick. out-the package was near him..
'
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An examination of the intonation again provides tne clue tu this

phenomenon. HEAVY STRESS must be placed on near, and not on him.

That is, PSEUDO-CLEFTING is used in this case to move the word near

after BE to indicate that it is the most rhematic material in the

sentence. Proof of this is seen by virtue:of the fact that if

PSEUDO-CL EFTING applies to put only one word after BE, treat word

cannot be an anaphoric pronoun w 'Is "--kr" `"

(51) a. Who Dick put the package near was Tricia.

b. Who Dick. put the package near was him..

Thus, in this case as well, the transformations involved in the

generation of the sentence have not operated to achieve cross-

purposes; they have applied to put a particular item into the

rhematic position after BE. What appeareAto be a problem is ex-

plained by the fact that the transformation in question, PJEODO-

CLEFTING, has not operated to place the agent noun phrase into

the rhemutic position, but rather to place the preposition near

into the rhematic position,

4.0. In this paper I have outlined the reasons for why I believe

we must begin to look seriously at the purpose of transformations,

as well as at the form of transformations. Only one aspect of a

specific transformation's purpose was examined--the ability to alter

the basic theme-rheme progression of a sentence. It was shown that
devices

an incompatible application of two or more transformationaAproduces

sentences which tend to be bad. Although principiee (40) as for -

mutated may eventually be altered, I believe it iL; correct in its-

essential form. There are two specific ways in wnich I can presently
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envisage alterations in this principle. First, in this paper
opera-I-wits

have assumed that ail transformation curry the same weight in
A

terms of their effects. This I- probably not true. For instance,

both DEFINITIATION and P.FIONOMINALIZATDA have tne purpose of

indicating that a particui,r noun phrase is thematic material.
441- olo

They do^ tnis to the same degree..

Consider the following in this respect:

(52) a. There was an old lady. who lived iii .a snot. shei
had so many children the didn't know flat to do.

b. There was an old lady who lived in a shoe. The
(old) ladyi had so many children she didn't know
what to do.

At same Lime I believe it, will be necessary to indicate variou$

,1-.6.11formations on a scale, showing the respective weight of each.

The second way this principle mignt be altered is that the

functions of transformations canno be defined exclusively in terms

of Lileffie-rneme distincions. OLher. functions must be taken into

account, us well. '6oLae of these include focus emphasis, humorous

inter: t, shock value, uncl so on. While none of these notions :are
(12,1 me)

very weii understood ut present, the necessity of ex.14orint: these

are, -.s is wYiLous. itor instance, consider tne followinL:

(515) a. Jesse registered his first win of Lke tournament
against one loss by upsetting ozeki Aiyokuni for
the second straight basho. The huge No. 1 mueashira,
waiting patiently for slow-starting Kiyo, made a
powerful charge and 4uickly bulldozed the husky
ozeki to the rim. Kiyo got his left arm through
Takumiyamu's guard and tried to turn him aside,

. but 375-pound behemoth resisted the maneuver
and powered out the. champion--"yorikiri." It was
Jesse's ninth win in 26 bouts with Kiyo, who is now
0-2 in the present meet.

[From The Japan Times: 13 November 1973j
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The underlined noun phrases aii refer to the same person. The

extensive use of epithets apparently is used to avoid what tile

author must believe to be dull journalism; that, is,thc excessive
?..0121;ca0.S/swirtr-Kart.w4 "aci-linicnA LAr-A--0- J szE.&

use of.

In addition, examine (54):

( 4) Bill and showed up late for class. He's never
on time.

Althougn he indicates that the referent is old information, HEAVY

:6Th SS P.NACki.n.NT indicates that the referent is in certain ways,

the most important element in the second sentence.

4.1.0. oneaspect of principle (40) must be commented upon, even

as Lt stands. Principle (40) is reprinted here for tne reader's

convenience.

(40) All grammatical devices used in a single sentence must
be compatible in terms of their functions, or the sen-
tence will tend to become bad.

The phrase "tend to become bad" should strike us as a major hedge;

an atempt at vagueness which should vitiate any fotenLal value

of the principle. It is necessary, however, if wt; wisn to rajort

honestly what information our informants Live us. There are so

few examples of sentences which are eitner completely good or

comple tely bad that this terminology must be kept lo report accu-
.

raleiy what the informant and linguist knows to be true about

however, I believe there are two specific ways in which

linguists might better utilize an informant's reactions to raw

data. Neither suggestion is new [see,again, Bolinger (1968) and

householder
'

(1973)1 but both are worth fre4uent repetition until
J
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they are universally implemented.

4.1.1. First, informants can indicate that a particular sentence

is either marked or unmarked. By marked I mean that the sentence

is not the normal way a sentence would be said, given a specific

context. This means that both grammatical/acceptable sentencesand

ungrammatical/unacceptable sentences may be either marked or unmark-

ed. The linguist's explanation of how and why a sentence is marked
+0

in - specific context should do a lot ispel disagreements over

judgItents on certain sentenaes. For instance, tne sentences of

(55) are all marked in some way, althouEn only tne first two woala

normally be considered unacceptable/ungrammatical:

(55) a. thimself
i

was snaved by John..

b. The apple are walking a house in seven day.

c. %Beans I don't like.

d. %The article was written by rue.

4.1.2. The second way that we can improve tne situation is to

indicate the context in which a particular sentence is imaelned.

Doing ..nis is difficult, time consuming, and paper wastinE. It

is also necessary. We*all recognize situations in which a sentence

first strikes us aJ terrible, only to have someone ask, "tut how

about in the following situation?"

4.2. The implementation of then' two suggestions will not solv,_

all of our problems concerning grammatically judgments, nor will

it do away entirely with the game of "in my dialect, . . ." it

will cut down on the number of areas that currently strike us as

pure caprice on the part of the linguist.



FOOThOTES

This is a reviced and expanded version of paper given at
the 1973 LSA winter 1,:eeYing in San Diego. I would like to thank
Susumu Kuno, the members of my graduate seminar at Tokyo University
of Education, and anonymous audience membersat LSA, International
Christian University (Tokyo), and University of Hawaii for comments
on preliminary versions of tnis paper. hone of people necessarily
agreeswith every thing presented here. +-clews

1. K also applies this analysis to Japanese, stating in partic-
ular that the reflexive pronoun

zibun ins constituent clause (A) is corefereniai with a
noun rhrase (B) of the matrix sentence

(a) if A represents an action or state that the refer-
ent of B is aware of at the time it takes mace ( in
the reportative style and tne nohrecoliective nonreport-
ative style); or
if A represents an action or state that the referent of
B has later come to be aware of, and is nuw refiectin
upon (in the recollective nonreportative style).

Kuroda (1973) disputes this analysis, primarily because he disagrees
with K's crucial grammaticality judgments for Japanese. hence, he
does not feel K's data support such an analysis. ,post Japanese
iniormants I have checked with are equally suspicious of K's gram-
maticality judgments.

2. Tne way K's judgments were Lathered il.ust be taken Into accout.
i..y guess in tnat if informants were presented with .Gore CGiilkieLC
contexts, different results would emerge, Cl. 'ejection 4.

..;,. K has said [personal communication] that there io ii fact
no ihconsistency in his use of '.; to indicate Loth unErammaticaJ
and craimatic-1 senences. He states that "(2a) has a lower degree
of acceptiity 1.oan (9c) and (10c) because it involves Viola ion
of tv.o princiiies; one iii,,11444direct discourse principie, the other
is rc,use o the princiii,e,in this paper]. (10c) do' no. invoAve
1.oia Lori of toe second principle, that there, Lt is better than

(2a) . ()c) is better toan (2a) probabi:; OUCUU26 of her/har w......:7

tk,, involved in what you miLht c,il Itnct.e-rheme s i.c n'. CIL is
Joan .oat Look pal in the swich, and nut pary)." 110 December 1s.:1;)
If I understand this response correctly, n is assertinc that (2a) is
urql.rat.:11aticai and less acceptable than (c) ur (10c). In additton,
(,c) and (10c) are oot:no better than (2a) is telms ol. grammatica.:lly.
however, the point at issue is wSy (7c) , (8c), ('.!c), and kicc) al-
are marked with ?. The graiLmaticality/acceptability of (2a) at
,his point is absolu_ely irrelevant.
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4. K has since informed me [personal communcation3 that toe
"direct discourse analysis is a. more semantic constraint than a
syntactic one." Tnus, my criticism is apparently valid only for
K's :ue_iished work.

This sentence was brouLht to my attention by hoouo Okada
of Tokyo University of zducation, Tokyo.

6. The accent mark here and eisewhere indicates heavy stress.
ae. speratine under toe common, tiloucn mistaken, assumition that

nnAV Jie,C12:hY4T is an isolated for isoiataa_ie) inenomenon.
am doing; teis becase it is tee ace.epted practice and beuaUSe

me.terials I present it does not cause any major distortion oz.
the data. in fact, of course, cannot
in ieolatlon from otoer euprasegmentai phenomena such as i.itco and
juncture. In a more refined analysis, tnis informatien must be ten
into ccount.

1. Pnie .teen ...;ugni zed by bat.. tradit,
modern lincuie ts . fur instance, C:hristopnersen (193e1) tEl t(-?:; :

for tee use of the the-form it is necessary teat ti :e tnine
meant should occupy so pro;:.inent a Flace in toe lietent'e
mini tout L toe mention of trw form tee ritet idea is cailcd
up. There must be al aasie of understandinc and trw' purioee
of tee articie the is to refer to tni;:, hasie, ;() indicate
"tne teint; you know."

[ 69-7u ]
hobbies (1)Ceq recoLnies tois same fact:

In anapoor a noun is related uy toe to a iirevious oecur-
rence of tic eeme noun in the sLei,e or an earlier Jc:ilLfnCe'.

[11J

t. ninds (in 1,repaeation) "Too fTague and t-esfer-
matienal grammar." i'or a more complete discussion of the theue-
rneme, focus-non-focus distinctions.

9. 1 am claimine that P=IV.L,ATIW4 and PEOI,ONINALLiiTie,;, ere
proseeses, although tells point remains valid even the two tranu-
formetions are considered some type of in filtere.
Furtner, I am purposely indicating that PA;; :1.V:': applies firet, end
teen Phi)NMINIIZ:.Tle:,i later applioe in - Lower cycle to eminaeiv.e
tee fact teat rule ordering and application are entirely irrelevant
to LI.0 iuest'on at hand. 441ether transformations apply cyclically
or no, in order or not, or are in the form of ruits of filters is
immaterial. The important point is that both of these Lraneforma-
tAns apply ut some stage in the derivaLiun.

10. It is of course debatable whether tae proper description of
this type of sentence is [4-Literary]. The term will mmegieseummit*
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be used because such .sentencesoften have a literary or argumenta-
tive flavor, and for no stronger reason.

11. Ti h:; type of sentence, and its beneficial nature to my ana-
lysis, was pointed out to me by Ichiro Asano and 1.iasanori Suiko,
both of Tokyo University of Education.

12. The possibility that this interaction might be of interest
tc Ly analysis was also pointed out by Ichiro Asano.

13. It has been pointed out to me by Nobuo Okada that Schachter
(1973) presents a principle which may easily be translated into
the terms I have been using. Schachter states:

once a sequence has been transformed into a fore6round-
background sequence [roughly:a rheme-theme sequence: JVh],
this sequence is immune from further transformational
division into foreground and background.

[44 -5 I
The similarities between this proposal and (40) are obvious.
Schachter's concluding statement is also quite in line with the
spirit of my analysis:

This account of the restrictions . . . is, admittedly, rather
vague. The account does, however, represent an attempt to
EXPLAIN certain factswhich could at best be DESChIBED (pre-
viously].



APPENDIX

This appendix is provided merely to indicate the extent to

wnicn gammaticality/acceptability judgments between linguists

may vary. I use; the same symbo of;y as huno, as though appL,reni,4

Lot it,e same meaning is attached to each symbol. For me, * indi-

cati: a sentence that, in as neutral a context as can be

:AinglimMailioppre* is com-ietely unaccotable; indicates a sentence

that, in as neutral a context as can be imagined, 4ippmerommonsm* Ls

nst .jUite rght and no copletely unucceptaule. I have, on three

different occasions spread out ovei seven months, examined each

sentence and arrivLd a the same markint, each time. iv hmetu.1 1.'or
0,44, , 3 S r rxvt-

trial: t:40 ,,nd three uas to
5Luffit +Lk_ Olts 4.,41 ecc. am.-_ cA i c12... 3 u 4,e, 4.4.

i411"111111111111"1=11616, liMuillIP1111.411.11111011.111.110*-C3P0111111.11M01-111.11M111010411Mane
10(0,1 G.AA 1:44 rVXIA0k1,14l ov-A4r.

.41111111010ftwalliMPOSIMPOUNINIMI. The first trial was done

by examining tne sentencesin the context of huno's paper.

reactions to the following; sentences were identical on each

K13 My.
mark murk

6c * ? That John.
i

will be elected is expected by him..
i

7c * ,: That John. was best boxer in the world was
claimed bi, him.i .

lla Oh John denied, -I& sick."

llb * OK John forgot, "I have an appointment at two."

13 * WIThatJohn.i willbeeiected,hi e.expects.
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K's K's my
mark mark

13b That johni was the best boxer in the world, he
1claimed .

13c OK That John. will be elected is one of the taint; that
he.

1
expec+s.

13d * OK That John. was the best boxer in the world was one
of the tnings that he.

1
claimed.

14a OK That John. is the best boxer in the world is one of
the thing6 that he denies.

14b OK That John. had an appointment at two was one of the
things thAt heif forgo".; that day.

1'..)b OK ? That Maryi would do it was expected of neri by them.

15c OK ? That Muryi would .io it they expected of heri.

17a ? OK That John.
I

was secretly in love with 'Nary worried
him..

1

16a On That Johni wa always un!..1)y worried nimi.

19a 01', That Jonn.
1
felt hunry all the Lim

1
e worried him..

20a OK ? Tne rumor that john. wool., oeco:,:e the r-esieenL of
the Corporation was i

deni,,,i uy filmi_.

1u. *
f? Tile rumor that JUi al w. Li , J IX 00111(: the: Fn..1.3.i (1 e . :L 01

the Corporation was spre,j uy nl;fii.

24a OK 'll.:. John wu f encer
by him..

Claim tnat J0Pn .
by himi.

was ..iyinL of cancer wa hf.do

L8u he idea that was sick worries him

1 * (;f1

have bothered Mary.
to

36d * OK he. seemed to those who knew Jonn. to be in trouble.

38c ? UK Whetner huryi could do iu or not was asked
by John.

of heri
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K's K's my
# murk murk

5,?c 4

OK That 1.ury was wronL wus one of the thins that Join
persuaded iher

i
of.

If Bettyi would (please) come, hurry asked her

52d OK Wnether or not Bet.y. wouid (please) come, was
asked of heri by hariy.

55L Jr, As fur yourself, you won't be invited.

jtiv

c..

(21.5e

OK John told Lary ti a.t us for herself, sne wouldn't
be invited.

On John neurd from ,..s.ry tnut as for niL.self, he
wouldn't be invited.

9

Jonn ?mew that as for myse_Lf, I wouldn't hu: to

Jonn creed wits, me that us for my;:elf, 1 wouldn't
have to louve.
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